Israel is home to a vibrant and flourishing Digital Health sector. With roughly 700 innovative companies, as well as technology hubs, research and development centers of multinational corporations, and government support programs, the local digital health ecosystem has doubled in size since 2014. Israeli healthcare providers have been accumulating medical data for the last 25 years, with 98% of it having been digitized, making Israel an ideal validation site for startups developing data-driven solutions. Almost 50% of digital health companies utilize artificial intelligence in their solutions, chiefly in the fields of diagnostics and decision support, which provide essential tools for healthcare providers in numerous settings.
SELECTED SOLUTIONS SPANNING THE DIGITAL HEALTH SECTOR VALUE CHAIN

Number of Companies

To see all the Israeli Digital Health companies: Visit Start-Up Nation Finder

Assistive Devices
- accessiBe
- eyecontrol
- intuition robotics
- ORCAM
- Tunefork
- voiceit
- UNIPER

Decision Support
- aidoc
- Augmedics
- BodyVision
- CLAW
- dreamec
- elminde
- GlueMed
- MedAware
- Medial EarlySign
- milagro
- SERENUS
- theater
- iz.ai
- zebra

Digital Therapeutics
- lumen
- MyndMed
- Neurilift
- sleeprate
- myndhealth
- XRHealth

Patient Engagement
- Circles
- hyro
- identify
- Stuff That Works
- Telesofia
- vaica
- Valera Health

Remote Monitoring
- ananit
- Oxitone
- Pulsermore
- somatic
- tytocare
- VITALERTER

Diagnostics
- AGAMON
- BEACONURE
- CYBER
- MDCLONE
- Medfly
- MediGate
- STERNUM

Clinical Workflow
- AGAMON
- BEACONURE
- CYBER
- MDCLONE
- Medfly
- MediGate
- STERNUM

About Start-Up Nation Central
Start-Up Nation Central is a nonprofit organization that helps address diverse global challenges by connecting Israeli technologies with relevant corporations, governments, investors, entrepreneurs and NGOs from around the world. Start-Up Nation Finder: Innovation Business Platform is a comprehensive knowledge hub on Israeli startups, investors, acceleration hubs, multinational corporations, and technology-based innovation associated with academic research.

For more information, please visit: startupnationcentral.org and finder.startupnationcentral.org